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MEASURABLE QUOTIENTS OF UNIPOTENT TRANSLATIONS
ON HOMOGENEOUS SPACES

DAVE WITTE

Abstract. Let U be a nilpotent, unipotent subgroup of a Lie group G, and

let T be a closed subgroup of G. Marina Ratner showed that every ergodic
(/-invariant probability measure on the homogeneous space T\G is of a simple
algebraic form. We use this fundamental new result to show that every measur-
able quotient of the (/-action on T\G is of a simple algebraic form. Roughly
speaking, any quotient is a double-coset space A\G/K.

1. Introduction

Let U be a Lie subgroup of a Lie group G. (AU Lie groups in this paper
are assumed to be real, finite-dimensional, and second countable.) Any closed
subgroup of G can be used to construct an action of U, because U acts by
translations on any homogeneous space of G. In other words, if Y is a closed
subgroup of G, then there is an action of U on r\G defined by the map
Y\G x U —■ Y\G: (Yg, u) •-» Ygu. These natural actions have been studied by
many authors, because "a large number of interesting examples of dynamical
systems can be realized in this fashion ... and because of the ease with which
computations can be made in this algebraic setting..." [3, p. 571].

Definition. Recall that a square matrix A is unipotent if it has no eigenvalue
other than 1 (in other words, if A -1 is nilpotent, where / is the identity
matrix). A subgroup U of a Lie group G is unipotent if Adc u is a unipotent
linear transformation on the Lie algebra of G, for every ue U.

The actions of unipotent subgroups have very striking rigidity properties.

This is a short way of saying that dynamical properties of such an action are
directly related to the algebraic structure of the underlying homogeneous space.
For example, work of W. Parry [12], M. Ratner [15], and D. Witte [25] shows
that if two such actions are measurably isomorphic (and if Y\G has finite vol-
ume), then it is obvious from the algebraic setting that the actions are isomor-
phic. More recently, M. Ratner has shown that all ergodic invariant measures
for such actions can be constructed by purely algebraic methods (see Theo-
rem 1.2 below). In this paper, we use Ratner's result to show that all quotients
of these actions can be constructed by purely algebraic methods. (Dynami-
cists usually refer to quotients as "factors," but this is not consistent with the
category-theoretic terminology used throughout mathematics.)
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Actions on double-coset spaces A\G/K provide obvious examples of quo-
tients of the [/-action on Y\G. Rougnly speaking, we show that every quotient
is one of these obvious examples. Theorem 1.1 provides the precise statement
of this result; it requires a few preliminary definitions. If G is abeUan, the re-
sult reduces to the well-known fact that every quotient of an ergodic toral flow
is another toral flow. If G is nilpotent, the result is a theorem of W. Parry [13,
Theorem 5.1]; if G = SL2(R), the result is a theorem of M. Ratner [16] (see also
[17, Part II]). The general result is in the spirit of del Junco and Rudolph's [5]
classification of the quotients of ergodic actions whose self-joinings are graphs.

Definition. Suppose a group U acts on a measure space S. An action of U
on a measure space T, together with a measure-preserving, (7-equivariant map
from a conull subset of S onto a conull subset of T, is a (measurable) quotient
of the action on S.

Definition. Suppose A is a closed subgroup of a Lie group G, and let N be
the largest normal subgroup of G contained in A. For any a € G and any
automorphism a of G/N with (A/N)a = A/N, there is a corresponding (in-

vertible) affine map:
A\G^A\G:Ag~Ag"a.

We use Aff(A\C7) to denote the group of aU affine maps on A\tr.

Definition. Let U be a subgroup of a Lie group G, and let Y be a closed
subgroup of G. Suppose

(1) A is a closed subgroup of G containing Y; and
(2) A' is a closed subgroup of \S(A\G) such that

(a) after discarding a set of measure 0, the orbit space A\G/K is
countably separated; and

(b) U normalizes K.

Then the natural [/-action on A\G/K is a quotient of the 17-action on Y\G.

Any quotient of the form A\G/K, with A and K as in (1) and (2) is a
double-coset quotient of \he [/-action on Y\G. A double-coset quotient A\G/K
is central if every affine map in K commutes with every element of U.

Remark Glimm's Theorem [26, Theorem 2.1.14, p. 12] shows that condi-
tion (2a) holds if every AT-orbit on A\G is locaUy closed.

Main Theorem 1.1 ("Classification of Quotients"). Suppose Y\G is a finite-
volume homogeneous space of a Lie group G, and U is a nilpotent, unipotent
subgroup of G that acts ergodically on Y\G. Then every quotient of the U-action
on Y\G is isomorphic to a central double-coset quotient.

The proof of this theorem is based on Ratner's Theorem 1.2 below.

Definition. Let G act on a Borel space S. A probability measure p on S
is homogeneous for a subgroup of G if there is a closed subgroup X of G,
preserving p, such that p is supported on a single A'-orbit. Note that p is
A'-invariant, but need not be G-invariant.

Remark To show that p is homogeneous, it suffices to find a subgroup X
of G, preserving p, such that p is supported on a single A'-orbit — there is
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no need to show that X is closed. This is because StabG(/z) is closed and, by
definition, preserves p. (We use Stabe(u) to denote the subgroup consisting
of aU the elements of G that preserve p.) Since X c Stabc(/z), the X-
orbit supporting p is contained in an orbit of Slabc(p) ; this Stabc(/z)-orbit
supports p.

Theorem 1.2 (M. Ratner "Classification of Invariant Measures" [19], [20], [21]).
Suppose Y is a closed subgroup of a Lie group G.and U is a nilpotent, unipotent
subgroup of G. Then every ergodic U-invariant probability measure on Y\G is
homogeneous for a subgroup of G.

Remark Ramer originally reported this result with the additional hypotheses
that G is connected and that Y is discrete. In §3, we show that these hypotheses
can be eliminated; however, the published version of Ratner's paper does not
assume the connectivity of G.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The diagonal embedding of U is a nilpotent, unipotent
subgroup of Gx G, so Ratner's Theorem 1.2 implies that every ergodic invariant
measure for the diagonal [/-action on (r\Cr) x (r\(7) is homogeneous for a
subgroup of G x G. Then Theorem 2.1 below implies that every quotient
of the [/-action on r\t7 is isomorphic to a central double-coset quotient, as
desired.   D

Theorem 2.1'. Let U be a subgroup of a Lie group G, and let Y\G be a finite-
volume homogeneous space of G. Assume that the U-action on Y\G is ergodic,
and that every ergodic invariant probability measure for the diagonal U-action
on (Y\G)x(Y\G) is homogeneous for a subgroup ofGxG. Then every quotient
of the U-action on Y\G is isomorphic to a central double-coset quotient.

By passing to a subgroup of G, we can apply the classification of quotients
even when r\G does not have finite volume.

Corollary 1.3. Suppose Y is a closed subgroup of a Lie group G, and U is a
nilpotent, unipotent subgroup of G that acts ergodically on Y\G, with respect to
some probability measure p. Then every quotient of the U-action on (Y\G, u)

is isomorphic to a central double-coset quotient of the U-action on a finite-volume
homogeneous space of some closed subgroup of G.

Proof. Ratner's Theorem 1.2 asserts that p is homogeneous, which means there
is a closed subgroup X of G, preserving p, such that some A -orbit is a conull
set. By discarding the complement of this AT-orbit, we see that the [/-action on
Y\G is isomorphic to the [/-action on a finite-volume homogeneous space A\A"
of X. Then Theorem 1.1 asserts that every quotient is isomorphic to a central
double-coset quotient of the [/-action on A\X.   D

If G is connected and semisimple, we can improve the classification of quo-
tients by providing more precise information on the form of the double-coset
quotient. There is no need to assume U is nilpotent, because every unipotent
subgroup of a connected Lie group is nilpotent (cf. Engel's Theorem [6, §V.2,

pp. 63-67]).

Definition. We say that a homogeneous space Y\G of a Lie group G is faithful
if G acts faithfully on Y\G or, equivalently, if Y contains no nontrivial normal
subgroup of G.
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Corollary 5.1 '. Suppose G is a connected, semisimple Lie group, and Y\G is
a faithful, finite-volume homogeneous space of G. Suppose U is a unipotent
subgroup of G that acts ergodically on Y\G. Then any quotient of the U-action
on Y\G is of the form (NT)\G/K, where

(la)  N is a closed, normal subgroup of G such that NY is closed;
(lb)  F is a lattice containing Y; and
(2)  K is a compact group, consisting of affine maps on (M^)\C7 that cen-

tralize U.

The Classification of Invariant Measures and the Classification of Quotients
can also be appUed to certain natural actions of semisimple groups and their
lattice subgroups. For example, the discrete group SL„(Z) acts by affine maps
on the torus T". (Assume n > 2, so that the action is ergodic.) The Clas-
sification of Invariant Measures implies that the Haar measure on T" is the
only nonatomic, ergodic invariant probability measure for this action (see the
remark following Corollary 5.8 ', and note that T" has no nontrivial, proper,
connected, SLn(Z)-invariant subgroups). The ergodic measures for the diagonal
action on T"xT" can also be classified, which leads to the conclusion that any
nontrivial quotient of the action on T" is the action on an «-torus covered
by T" or on the orbifold constructed from a certain (Z/2Z)-action on such an
n-torus (see Example 5.9). For the case n = 2, these results are due to K. Park

[11].

Definition. Let G be a connected, semisimple Lie group that acts by automor-
phisms on some connected Lie group TV. If T is a lattice in G, and A is any
T-invariant, closed subgroup of TV, then the action of Y on N factors through
to an action on A\7V. In this situation, let us say that Y acts automorphically
on A\N.

If r acts automorphically on A\N, then we can form the semidirect product
group r k N, and this group acts by affine maps on A\N.

Corollary 5.8 '. Let Y be a lattice in a connected, semisimple Lie group G with
no compact factors. Suppose G acts by automorphisms on some connected Lie
group N. If A is any Y-invariant, closed subgroup of N, then every ergodic
Y-invariant probability measure on A\N is homogeneous for a subgroup of the
semidirect product Y k N.

The conclusion of the corollary can also be stated as foUows. There is an
element í of A\7V and a connected, closed, T-invariant subgroup M of N
such that the T-orbit of s is finite, and the M -orbit of s supports an M-
invariant probability measure. Since M is T-invariant, then the A/-orbit of
each point in the T-orbit of s supports an ¿/-invariant probability measure.
The measure p is the (normalized) sum of these finitely many AZ-invariant
measures.

Corollary 1.4. Let Y be a lattice in a connected, semisimple Lie group G with
no compact factors. Suppose G acts by automorphisms on some connected Lie
group N, and suppose the Y-action on A\N is ergodic, where A\N is a finite-
volume homogeneous space of N such that A is Y-invariant. Then every quo-
tient of the Y-action is a central double-coset quotient.
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The conclusion of the coroUary means that every quotient is of the form

A'\N/K, where

(1) A' is a closed, T-invariant subgroup of TV containing A; and
(2) K is a closed group of affine maps on A'\TV such that

(a) after discarding a set of measure 0, the orbit space A'\N/K is
countably separated; and

(b) every affine map in K commutes with every element of Y.

Proof. CoroUary 5.8 impües that every ergodic T-invariant measure for the
diagonal T-action on (A\TV) x (A\TV) is homogeneous for a subgroup of Y k
(TV x TV). Therefore, Theorem 2.1 asserts that every quotient is a central double-
coset quotient.   D

If G is a connected, simple Lie group with finite center and R-rank(G) >
2 then, modulo a null set, all the known volume-preserving, ergodic actions
of G on a compact manifold M can be constructed by embedding G in some
connected Lie group H and forming a central double-coset quotient A\H/K.
It is natural to try to obtain new examples by taking quotients of these known
actions, but the Classification of Quotients shows that no new actions will be
produced.

Corollary 5.6 '. Let G be a connected, semisimple Lie group with no compact
factors. Immerse G in some connected Lie group H, and let A\H be a finite-
volume homogeneous space of H, on which G acts ergodically. Then every
measurable quotient of the G-action on A\H is a central double-coset quotient.

Acknowledgment. I am indebted to Marina Ratner, Cesar Silva, and an anony-
mous referee, for comments that corrected and clarified the results of this pa-
per.

2. Quotients of unipotent translations

Theorem 2.1. Let U be a subgroup of a Lie group G, and let Y\G be a finite-
volume homogeneous space of G. Assume that the U-action on Y\G is ergodic,

and that every ergodic invariant probability measure for the diagonal U-action
on (Y\G)x(Y\G) is homogeneous for a subgroup of Gx G. Then every quotient
of the U-action on Y\G is isomorphic to a central double-coset quotient.

Proof. Replacing U by its closure, we may assume U is a closed subgroup
of G. Let y/:(Y\G,p) -» (T,v) be a measure-preserving, [/-equivariant,
Borel map, where p is the G-invariant probability measure on Y\G. Let

M={(s,Z)€^x£   y/(s) = y/(t)}

To study the quotient (T,v), we construct a certain [/-invariant measure p
supported on M (cf. the proof of [17, CoroUary 5, p. 301]). (This measure is
known as the relatively independent joining.) Since y/ is measure preserving, we
can decompose p essentially uniquely into probability measures p, supported
on the fibers y/~x(t) of y/ [22, §3, pp. 26-33]. This means that, for any Borel
set A c r\G, we have

p(A) = J p,(A)dv(t).
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The desired probability measure p on (Y\G) x (Y\G) is defined by

p(AxB) = j pt(A)pt(B)dv(t),

for any Borel sets A, B c Y\G. It is clear that p is supported on M. It is
not hard to see that p is [/-invariant, and projects to p on both the first and
second factor of (Y\G) x (Y\G). Since U is ergodic on r\G, this impUes that
each ergodic component of p projects to p on both factors. Let

A = {k e G | y/(Yks) = y/(Ys) for a.e. s e G }.

Then A is a closed subgroup of G (see Lemma 2.3). By changing the quotient
(S, v) on a nuU set, we may assume y/(Yks) = y/(Ys) for every s e G and k e
A [26, Proposition B.5, pp. 198-199]. This means that the map y/:A\G -* T
defined by y/(Ag) = y/(Yg) is weU denned. Let

L = U e Caütano^)   W(9(s)) = W(s) for a.e. s e ^ j ,

where C¿b(A\G)(U) is the group of invertible affine maps on A\G that central-
ize U. Note that L is closed (see Lemma 2.2).

It wiU suffice to show, for almost aU (Ys ,Yt) e M (w.r.t. p ), that there is
some tp eL with tp(As) = At, because this impUes that, modulo a nuU set, the
original quotient (T, v) is isomorphic to the quotient A\G/L.

Step 1. For o.e. (Ys ,Yt) e M, there is a closed subgroup X of G x G such
that (I) for almost every x e X, we have (Ys,Yt)-xeM, (2) the subgroup X
projects surjectively onto each of the two factors of GxG, and (3) the X-orbit
(Ys ,Yt)-X is U-invariant. Being an ergodic [/-invariant measure on (Y\G)2,
the ergodic component of p containing (s, t) must be the homogeneous mea-
sure on an orbit of some closed subgroup X of GxG. Each ergodic component

is supported on M, so ( 1 ) almost every point of the orbit (Ys ,Yt)-X is in M.
We know that the ergodic component projects to the G-invariant measure p
on both the first and second factor of (Y\G)2, so (2) A* must project sur-
jectively onto both factors of G2. Since ergodic components, by definition,
are (/-invariant, the homogeneous A'-invariant measure on (Ys ,Yt)-X is U-
invariant. It is immediate that (3) (Ys ,Yt)-X is [/-invariant.

Step 2. Theorbit (As,At)'X is the graph of a well-defined affine map y>:A\G->
A\G. Because X projects onto both factors of G x G, it wiU suffice to show
Xn(s~xAsxG)cs~xAsxt~xAt. (Then, by symmetry, the inverse of tp is also
weU-defined.) For simplicity, assume Ys = Yt = Y, so that we wish to show
In(Axff)cAxA. Let (k, h) e X n (A x G). Given any g e G, there is
some g' e G with (g', g) e X. Then (assuming g misses some exceptional
set of measure 0) we have y/(Yg) = y/(Yg') because (I\ Y)-X = (Ys, Yt)-X is
essentiaUy contained in M. Because k G A, we have y(r#') = y/(Ykg'). Since
both (k, h) and (g', g) belong to the subgroup X, we have (kg', hg) e X.
Therefore (again assuming g misses some exceptional set of measure 0) we
have y/(Ykg') = y/(Yhg). In summary, we have

y/(Yg) = y/(Yg') = y/(Ykg') = y/(Yhg)

for a.e. g eG. Hence, by the definition of A, we have A € A as desired.
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Step 3. <p belongs to L. (1) Because the orbit (Ys,Yt)-X is [/-invariant, it is
immediate that (As, Ar) »A" is [/-invariant in (A\G)2. This means the graph
of tp is (/-invariant, so tp centralizes U. (2) Because the orbit (Ys, H) • X
is (essentiaUy) contained in M, we know that y/(y>(p)) = y/(p) for almost aU

peA\G.   D

Lemma 2.2. Suppose a Lie group G acts on a Borel space S. For any Borel
function y/ on S, let

L = {geG\ y/(sg) = y/(s) for o.e. seS}.

Then L is a closed subgroup of G.

Proof. Let T be the image space of y/, which simply means y/: S -» T. As
described in [26, pp. 49-50], let F(S, T) be the space of measurable functions
5 -» T, two functions being identified if they agree almost everywhere. The
topology of convergence in measure makes F(S, T) a metrizable space, and G
acts continuously on F(S, T). Hence, the stabilizer of any point in F(S, T)
is a closed subgroup of G. In particular, we see that L, the stabilizer of ip, is
a closed subgroup.   D

Lemma 23. Let Y be a closed subgroup of a Lie group G. Suppose y/ is a
measurable function on Y\G, and let

A = {k e G | y/(Yks) = y/(Ys) for o.e. s e G }.

Then A is a closed subgroup of G.

Proof. Let T be the image space of y/, which simply means y/:Y\G -» T.
Letting S = G, we can lift y/ to a function y/:S -* T defined by y/(s) =
y/(Ys). Then

A = {g e G| ip(gs) = ij/(s) for a.e. s eS}.

There is an action of G on S defined by s • g = g~xs for s e S and g eG.
For this action, and with ft in the place of yi, the subgroup L of Lemma 2.2
is A, so A is closed.   O

3. NONDISCRETE SUBGROUPS AND DISCONNECTED GROUPS

M. Ratner's original statement of Theorem 1.2 required T to be discrete and
G to be connected. In this section, we show how to eliminate these hypotheses.
The published version of Ratner's paper does not require G to be connected,
but the alternate approach presented here may be useful for generalizations.

Theorem 1.2 '. Suppose Y is a closed subgroup of a Lie group G, and U is a
nilpotent, unipotent subgroup of G. Then every ergodic, U-invariant probability
measure on Y\G is homogeneous for a subgroup of G.

Notation. We use Xo to denote the identity component of a Lie group X.
It is quite easy to eliminate the discreteness assumption on I*. The Borel

Density Theorem (see Corollary 4.3 below) implies that, replacing p by a trans-
late and U by a conjugate, we may assume U c Nc(Y°) and p is supported
on r\TVG(P). Replacing G by NG(Y°), then we may assume Y° < G. There
is no loss of generality in modding out P, so we may assume Y is discrete.
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We now need to eliminate the connectedness assumption on G. The idea
is simple: we want to embed G as a closed subgroup of some connected Lie
group. Unfortunately, some groups (such as Q ) cannot be embedded as a closed
subgroup of any connected Lie group, so the proof involves some shenanigans.

It will be helpful to generalize the notion of homogeneity. For the measures
that interest us, Lemma 3.1 shows that the a priori weaker notion of stable
homogeneity is equivalent to homogeneity.

Definition. Let G act on a Borel space S. A probability measure p on S
is stably homogeneous for a subgroup of G if there is a closed subgroup X
of G, such that some A'-orbit has nonzero measure (w.r.t. p ), and such that
X preserves the measure obtained by restricting p to this Af-orbit.

Lemma 3.1. Let a Lie group G act on a Borel space S and let p be a probability
measure on S. Assume p is ergodic, with respect to some unipotent subgroup U
of G. Then the following are equivalent.

(a) p is homogeneous for a subgroup of G ;
(b) p is stably homogeneous for a subgroup of G ;
(c) p is stably homogeneous for a subgroup of G°.

Proof,  (a) =» (b) Obvious.
(b) =*• (c) There is a closed subgroup X of G, such that some A'-orbit has

nonzero measure (w.r.t. p ), and such that X preserves the measure obtained by
restricting p to this Af-orbit. Since X/X° is countable (recall that all Lie groups
are assumed to be second countable), this A'-orbit is the union of countably
many X°-orbits, so some Xo-orbit must have nonzero measure. It is easy to see
that Xo must preserve the restriction of p to this orbit, because X preserves
the restriction of p to the ambient A'-orbit.

(c) ^ (a) There is a closed subgroup X of G° , such that some A'-orbit sX
has nonzero measure (w.r.t. p ), and such that X preserves the measure ob-
tained by restricting p to this A'-orbit. From the proof of (b) =>• (c), we may
assume X is connected.

Note that any two [/-translates of sX either are equal or intersect in a null
set. To see this, identify the orbit sG with a coset space Y\G of G. Then
each [/-translate of sX is a connected, immersed submanifold. The restriction
of p to sX, being AMnvariant, is equivalent to Lebesgue measure on this
submanifold. By the [/-invariance of p, then the restriction of p to any U-
translate of sX is equivalent to Lebesgue measure. If two [/-translates are not
equal, then their intersection is a submanifold of lower dimension, hence their
intersection is a null set (with respect to Lebesgue measure and, equivalently,
with respect to p ).

On the other hand, any two [/-translates have the same (nonzero) measure
and, by ergodicity, the [/-translates of sX cover a set of full measure. There-
fore, there must be only finitely many [/-translates, and the union of these
translates is a conull set. This impUes that U normalizes X (see Lemma 4.4).
Hence X preserves p, because X = u~xXu preserves the restriction of p
to each translate sXu. Then p is supported on the orbit sXU of the sub-
group XU,and XU preserves p.   D

In a series of steps, we now eliminate the connectedness assumption on G.
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Step 1. We may assume G = G°U = YG°. Because G°\G is countable (recaU
that all Lie groups are assumed to be second countable), we know that (G° U)\G
is countable. This means there are only countably many (G°[/)-orbits in Y\G,
so some (G°[/)-orbit must have nonzero measure. (In fact, since U acts er-
godicaUy, this (G°i/)-orbit must be a conull set.) If the restriction of p to this
(G°[/)-orbit is homogeneous for a subgroup of G°U, then p is stably homo-
geneous. Lemma 3.1 then asserts that p is homogeneous for a subgroup of G.
Therefore, we may replace G with G° U.

Because G/G° is countable, some G°-orbit must have nonzero measure.
Since G = G°U and G° < G, any two G°-orbits are [/-translates of each
other, so the [/-invariance of p impUes that any two G°-orbits have the same
measure. Since any two distinct G°-orbits must be disjoint, and p is a proba-
bility measure, this impUes that there are only finitely many G°-orbits in Y\G.
This means that the subgroup YG° is of finite index in G. Lemma 4.7 shows
that we may replace G by any subgroup of finite index, so we may assume

G = YG°.

Step 2. Let Yq = m G°. The action of G on Y\G by translations is naturally
isomorphic to an action of G on Yq\G° by affine maps, so there is a natural
homomorphism G —► Aff(r<)\G0). Since G = YG°, the natural inclusion of
ro\G° in r\G is a bijection. This means that the action of G by translations
on r\G is naturally isomorphic to an action of G on ro\G°.

We now verify that the action on r<)\G0 is by affine maps. Given g e G,
there is some y e Y with y~xg e G°. For any j e G°, we have Ysg =
Y(y~xsy)(y~xg). This means that the action of g on ro\G° is the affine map
whose automorphism component is conjugation by y, and whose translation
component is y~xg.

Step 3. We may assume G° is simply connected, the natural homomorphism

G° x TVAut(CO)(ro) - Aff(r0\G°)

is a covering map, and that the natural homomorphism G -» Aff(ro\G°), defined
in Step 2, lifts to an injective homomorphism p:G -* G° x TVAut(C<»)(ro). Let
TV0 be the largest normal subgroup of G° contained in r0. Because To is
discrete, it is obvious that TV0 is discrete. Therefore, any automorphism j>

of G°/TV0 Ufts (uniquely) to an automorphism tp of the universal cover G°

of G°. Letting To denote the inverse image of r0 in G°, we note that

tp normalizes r0 if and only if tp normalizes To. Hence, the natural map

TV    ~ (ro) -» TVAut(Go/Ar0)(r0) is an isomorphism.   Combining this with the

covering map G° -» G°/TV0, we see that the natural map G0 x N    ~(Yo) -*

Aff(Yo\G°) is a covering map.
Each element g of G has an image in Aff(r<)\G0) under the natural homo-

morphism G -♦ Aff(ro\G°), and this image lifts (nonuniquely) to an element

of G° x #Aut(G0.(ro). Let G be the coUection of aU possible lifts of the images

of aU possible elements of G. Then G° = G° is simply connected. By replacing

G and To with G and To, we accomplish the desired reduction.

Definition. A real-algebraic group is a Lie group that is a subgroup of finite index
in the real points of an (affine) algebraic group defined over R. (The books of
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Humphreys [7, §34], Raghunathan [14, §2 of Preliminaries], and Zimmer [26,
§3.1] contain useful information on algebraic groups over R.)

The theory of algebraic groups provides a notion of unipotence for elements
of a real-algebraic group. To avoid hopeless confusion with the definition of
unipotence used in this paper, we refer to elements as being algebraically unipo-
tent if they are unipotent as elements of an algebraic group. (In a real-algebraic
group, every algebraically unipotent element is unipotent, but the converse fails
if Z (G) is not algebraically unipotent. In general, an element of a Lie group G
is unipotent iff AdG u is an algebraicaUy unipotent element of the real-algebraic
group GL(^), where S? is the Lie algebra of G.)

Definition. A Lie group is almost connected if it has only finitely many con-
nected components. For example, every real-algebraic group is almost connected
[10, Appendix, pp. 254-255].

Step A (The Main Step). We may assume G can be embedded as a closed sub-
group of a connected Lie group Y, in such a way that U isa unipotent subgroup
of Y. From Step 3, we have a homomorphism p: G -* G° x TVAut(Co)(ro). By
modding out G°, we obtain a homomorphism

F- G - N^go^Yo) C Aut(G°).

Let U* be the Zariski closure of p(U) in Aut(G°). Then, because G = G°U,
we have p(G) c G° x [/*. Note that the group G° x (/* is almost connected,
and p(U) is a unipotent subgroup (because (G° x U*)/G° = U* is nilpotent,
and each element of U* is Ad-unipotent on G° ). Unfortunately, the image
of G may not be closed, so we are not done yet.

Let (/ be the closure of the image of U in G° x Aut(G°). Note that U
preserves p, because GcxAut(Gc) acts continuously on the space of probability
measures [26, §3.2, p. 38]. Now U is a closed, nilpotent subgroup of the almost-

connected group G° x Aut(G°). Replacing G by a subgroup of finite index (see

Lemma 4.7 below), we may assume U is a subgroup of a connected group. Then

Lemma 4.8 below asserts that U has a finitely-generated, nilpotent subgroup X
that is ergodic.

Let H = G°X < G° x Aut(G°). We know that H/G" = X/(G° n X) is a
finitely-generated group isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(G°), and Lemma 4.1
asserts that Aut(G°) is real algebraic. Therefore, H/G" has a torsion-free
subgroup of finite index [14, CoroUary 6.14, p. 95] so, replacing G by a sub-
group of finite index (see Lemma 4.7), we may assume H/G" is torsion free.
Furthermore, H/G° is nilpotent because X is mlpotent. Putting all this to-
gether, we can apply Lemma 4.6, and conclude that there is a closed embedding
n: H/G° —» TV of H/G" in some connected, nilpotent Lie group TV.

Let i: H «-» G° x U* be the natural inclusion. Then the homomorphism

o:H - (G° x (/*) x TV defined by o(h) = (i(h), n(h))

embeds H as a closed subgroup of an almost-connected Lie group Y. Note
that i(X) is a unipotent subgroup of Y, because Y/G° is nilpotent, and X
(being in the closure of U ) is Ad-unipotent on G°.

Now H = G°X acts transitively on Y\G, and has a unipotent subgroup
(namely X ) that preserves p and is ergodic. Suppose p is homogeneous for
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a subgroup of H Then Lemma 3.1 asserts that p is stably homogeneous for
a subgroup of H° = G°. Then Lemma 3.1 implies that p is homogeneous for
a subgroup of G.

Thus, it will suffice to show that p is homogeneous for a subgroup of H.

This means that, by replacing G and U with H and X, we may assume G
is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of an almost-connected Lie group Y, and
that t/isa unipotent subgroup of Y. Passing to a subgroup of finite index
(see Lemma 4.7), we may assume Y is connected.

Step 5. We may assume that G is connected. We may assume G is a closed
subgroup of some connected Lie group Y, and that U is a unipotent subgroup
of y. Then r\G is a closed subset of r\7, so p is a (/-invariant probabiUty
measure on Y\Y. Assume we know that p is homogeneous for a subgroup
of Y. This means there is a closed subgroup X of Y, preserving p, such that
p is supported on a single A'-orbit sX. Then p(sX°) > 0, and the restriction
of p to this AT°-ofbit is equivalent to Lebesgue measure on the orbit. Because
we know that p is supported on r\G, we may assume s e Y\G.

Suppose X° is not contained in G. Since Y is discrete, then the tangent
space to 5X at s is not contained in the tangent space to r\G at s. This
means that the submanifold (sX) n (r\G) of sX has positive codimension.
Hence this submanifold is a nuU set (with respect to Lebesgue measure and,
equivalently, with respect to p ). This is impossible, because sX has positive
measure and p is supported on r\G.

We now know Xo c G. Hence p is stably homogeneous for a subgroup
of G. By Lemma 3.1, then p is homogeneous for a subgroup of G, as de-
sired. Thus, all that remains is to prove our assumption, namely, that p is
homogeneous for a subgroup of Y. This means that we may replace G with
the connected group Y.   D

4. Some technical lemmas

Lemma 4.1 (see proofs of [26, Proposition 3.1.6 and Theorem 3.2.5(a)]). Let G
be a connected, simply-connected Lie group. Then Aut(G) is (naturally isomor-
phic to) a real-algebraic group, and the normalizer of any connected subgroup is
Zariski closed.   D

Theorem 4.2 (Dani's version of the Borel Density Theorem [4, CoroUary 2.6]).
Suppose Y* is an algebraic subgroup of a real-algebraic group G*, and let v be
a probability measure on Y*\G*. Set

G*v = {g e G* | the g-action on Y*\G* preserves v }

and
K = {¿? € G* | sg = s for all s e suppz/}.

Then G*. and N* are algebraic subgroups of G*, and N* is a cocompact,
normal subgroup of G*v.   U

Corollary 4.3. Suppose Y is a closed subgroup of a Lie group G, and U is a
unipotent subgroup of G. If p is an ergodic, U-invariant probability measure
on Y\G, then there is some g eG such that

(a) the translated measure pg is supported on Y\Ng(Y°) ;
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(b) pg is an ergodic, invariant measure for the unipotent subgroup g~xUg;
and

(c) g~x Ug is a subgroup of Na(Y°).

Proof. Let G* be the Zariski closure of Ad G in the real-algebraic group GL(^)
where & is the Lie algebra of G, and let r* be the Zariski closure of Ado Y
in G*. The [/-invariant probability measure p pushes to an (Ado [/)-invariant
probability measure v = (Ado)*p on r*\G*. Define G* and TV* as in The-
orem 4.2. Then Ado U c G*. Any compact real-algebraic group (such as
G*/TV; ) has no algebraicaUy unipotent elements, so we must have Adê U cN*.
Therefore TV* is ergodic. By definition, TV* acts triviaUy on the support of v,
so ergodicity impUes that the support of v is a single point Y*g* in r*\G*.

Since v, being the image of p, is supported on Y* • (Ad G), we may assume
that g* = Ad<7 g for some g e G. If we replace p by its translate /z • g~x,
then we may assume g = e. This means that v is the point mass at Y*e in

r*\G*.
Therefore TV; = Y* . Hence (Ada)-X(N;) c TVC(P) (see Lemma 4.1). Since

Ads [/ C TV*, this impUes U C TVc(r°). Since v is supported on r*\r*t?, we
see that p is supported on r\TVc(r°).   d

Lemma 4.4. Let Y, X ,U be subgroups of a Lie group G. Assume Y is discrete,
X is connected, and U is unipotent. If there are only finitely many U-translates
of the X-orbit Y\YX in Y\G, then U normalizes X.

Proof. Since there are only finitely many (/-translates of r\rAf, the elements
of U that fix Y\YX must form a subgroup of finite index. By Lemma 4.5,
it suffices to show that this subgroup normalizes X. Thus, given g e G, it
suffices to show that if YXg = YX, then g e NG(X). Since e eYX, and
YXg = YX, we must have g~x e YX. Thus, we may write g~x = yx, for
some y € T and some x e X. Since Y is discrete and X is connected, the

connected component of YX containing e is just X. Similarly, the connected
component containing e of

YXg = (Yy)(xX)g = Y(g-lXg)

is g~xXg. Since TA' = YXg, then X = g~xXg, as desired.   D

Lemma 4.5. Let X and U be subgroups of a Lie group G. Assume X is
connected and U is unipotent. If X is normalized by a finite-index subgroup
of U, then X is normalized by U.

Proof. Since X is connected, it suffices to show that the Lie algebra of X is
(Ado i/)-invariant. The Zariski closure TV* of AdG(TVt/(A')) in GL(^) is a
subgroup of finite index in the Zariski closure U* of Adc(U). Any Zariski-
closed, algebraicaUy unipotent subgroup of a real-algebraic group is connected
[14, p. 10], so U* is connected. Hence, U* has no proper subgroups of finite
index; therefore TV* = (/*. Hence, the Lie algebra of X is invariant under
[/* = TV*, because the stabilizer of any subspace is a Zariski-closed subgroup

[14, p. 8].   D

Lemma 4.6 [14, Theorem 2.18, p. 40]. Let X be a finitely-generated, torsion-
free, nilpotent group. Then X is isomorphic to a lattice subgroup of some con-
nected, nilpotent Lie group.   D
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Lemma 4.7. Let a Lie group G act on a Borel space S and let p be a proba-
bility measure on S. Assume p is invariant and ergodic, with respect to some
unipotent subgroup U of G. Suppose G' is a Lie subgroup of finite index in G.
If some ergodic component of p, with respect to U n G', is homogeneous for a
subgroup of G', then p is homogeneous for a subgroup of G.

Proof. Because U n G' is a finite-index subgroup of (/, we know that U n G'
contains a finite-index, normal subgroup TV of U. Now the finite group [//TV
acts ergodically on the space of ergodic components of p, w.r.t. TV. This
means that p has only finitely many ergodic components w.r.t. TV, and U is
transitive on the set of these components. Since TV c U n G', then p has
only finitely many ergodic components w.r.t. U n G'. By assumption, some
ergodic component p is homogeneous for a subgroup of G'. This means that
p is supported on a single A'-orbit, where X = Stabc(p). The definition of p
implies that U n G' C X, so U D G' normalizes Xo . Then Lemma 4.5 asserts
that U normalizes Xo.

Because X/X° is countable, some A-0-orbit must have nonzero measure.
By ergodicity, p is supported on the union of the [/-translates of this Xo-
orbit. Since U normalizes X°, any (/-translate of the Aro-invariant measure

on an Xe-orbit is the Xo-invariant measure on another A^-orbit. Since any
two distinct Ar°-orbits are disjoint, and p is a probability measure, this implies

that p is the sum of AT°-invariant measures on finitely many A"0-orbits. Then
p is Xo (/-invariant, and supported on a single Xo (/-orbit.   D

The foUowing lemmas are probably known, but convenient references do not
seem to be available.

Lemma 4.8. Let U be a closed, unipotent subgroup of a connected Lie group.
Suppose U acts ergodically on a probability space S. Then U has a finitely-
generated, nilpotent subgroup X that is ergodic on S.

Proof. Any unipotent subgroup of a connected Lie group is nilpotent (cf. Engel's
Theorem [6, §V.2, pp. 63-67]), so U is nilpotent. Let So be (almost) any
ergodic component of the action of U° on S. Since U° is connected and
nüpotent, some element iz of U° is ergodic on So [21, Proposition 5.1].

Since [//(/" is finitely generated (Lemma 4.9), we may choose a finite set F
of elements of U that generates U/U° . Then the subgroup generated by F U
{u} is ergodic on 5.   D

Definition [1, Definition 0.1]. A connected Lie group G is almost algebraic if
G is of the form G = TV x (L x T), where TV is the nilradical of G, L is a
closed, semisimple subgroup, and T is a torus (in other words, T is a closed,
abelian subgroup such that Ado t is semisimple, for every t eT).

Lemma 4.9. Let U be a closed, unipotent subgroup of a connected Lie group G.
Then U/U° is finitely generated.

Proof. By replacing G with its universal cover, we may assume G is simply
connected. Then, by replacing G with a larger group, we may assume G is
almost algebraic [1, Theorem 0.1], so we may write G = TV x (L x T), where TV
is the nüradical of G, L is a closed, semisimple subgroup, and T is a torus.
There are natural homomorphisms nc.G -* L and nj'.G -*T.

The elements of nj(U) are unipotent, because elements of U are unipotent,
but the elements of nj(U) are also semisimple, because elements of T are
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semisimple. Hence nT(U) c Z(G), which means U c NL • (T nZ(G)). Now
T n Z(G) is discrete, because 7" n TV = e, so we must have U° c TVL.

The subgroup 7i¿([/) is a unipotent subgroup of L, hence contained in a
maximal unipotent subgroup V of L. Then (/ n TVL c NV. The maximality
of V impUes that Ad¿(K) is a maximal algebraicaUy unipotent subgroup of the
real-algebraic group AdL. This impUes that Ad¿(F) is a connected, simply-
connected, nilpotent group (see [24, Theorem 3.6.3, p. 197]). Since Z(L) is
discrete, then V is of the form V = Z(L) x Va, and Vo is a connected, simply-
connected, mlpotent Lie group. We have (NV)° = NV°, so U° c NV°.

We have the following increasing chain of normal subgroups from U° to U :

u° < u n nv° < [/ n TVK = (/ n TVL < [/ n [TVL » (r n Z(G))] = u.

By verifying that each of the three nontrivial quotients in this chain is finitely
generated, we conclude that the composite quotient U/U" is finitely generated,
as desired.

(1) Because U° c TVK°, we have ([/ n TVK°)° = U°. Since U n NV° is
a closed subgroup of the connected nilpotent Lie group TVK°, we know that
([/ n NV°)/(U n NV°)° is finitely generated [14, Proposition 3.8, p. 53].

(2) The second quotient, (UnNV)/(UnNV°), is isomorphic to a subgroup
of NV/NV° = V/V° = Z(L). The fundamental group of any connected Lie
group is a finitely-generated, abelian group (because any connected Lie group
is homeomorphic to the cartesian product of a compact group and a Euclidean
space RR [14, §P.1.8], and the fundamental group of any compact group is a
finitely-generated, abelian group [2, CoroUary 1.4.3, p. 5]). Thus Z(L), the
fundamental group of L/Z(L), is a finitely-generated, abelian group. Any sub-
group of a finitely generated, abelian group is finitely generated.

(3) The final nontrivial quotient is isomorphic to a subgroup of T n Z(G).
Because T n Z(G) is a discrete subgroup of the connected, abelian group T,
we know that T n Z(G) is a finitely-generated abelian group [14, CoroUary 2
of Theorem 2.10, p. 33]. Subgroups of finitely generated abelian groups are
finitely-generated [14, Theorem 2.7, p. 31].   D

5. Actions of semisimple groups or lattices

Corollary 5.1. Suppose G is a connected, semisimple Lie group, and Y\G is
a faithful, finite-volume homogeneous space of G. Let U be any unipotent
subgroup of G that acts ergodically on Y\G. Then any quotient of the U-action
on Y\G is of the form (NT)\G/K, where

(la)  TV isa closed, normal subgroup of G such that NY is closed,
(lb)  P is a lattice containing Y ; and
(2)  K is a compact group, consisting of affine maps on (NP)\G that cen-

tralize U.

Proof. Suppose A\G/K is a central double-coset quotient of r\G. Now K
contains a subgroup K' of finite index that consists entirely of translations (see
Lemma 5.3). Let

A" = {;ceG| AgxK' = AgK' fora.e. g eG).
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The Borel Density Theorem impUes that G has finite center (see Lemma 5.4).
The Moore Ergodicity Theorem implies that X contains a closed, normal sub-
group TV» of G such that Ay TV. is compact (see Lemma 5.2). Then, because
G is semisimple with finite center and TV. is a normal subgroup, we may write

G = TV. i/, where H is a normal subgroup of G, and TV. n ./Y is finite. Note
that X = TV- » (X n H), and X n H is compact. By definition, X D K'. By
replacing A with ATV-, we may assume K' = H n X, which means K' is
compact. Then K is also compact.

Let TV be the identity component of A. The Borel Density Theorem implies
that TV is a normal subgroup of G, that Y is discrete, and that G has finite
center (see Lemma 5.4). We may write G = NH, where H is a closed, normal
subgroup of G, and TV n H is finite. Note that A = TV » (H n A). Let F =
r • (H n A), so A = TVF. Then F obviously contains Y, and F is discrete
because its projections into both TV and H are discrete.   D

Lemma 5.2. Let Y be a lattice in a connected, semisimple Lie group G, and
assume Z(G) is finite. Suppose y/ is a measurable junction on Y\G, and let

X = {x e G\ y/(sx) = y/(s) for o.e. s e Y\G}.

Then there is a closed, normal subgroup TV of G, contained in X, such that
X/N is compact.

Proof. This foUows from the Moore Ergodicity Theorem [8, Theorem 2] as in
the proof of [8, Theorem 5].   D

Lemma 53. Let A be a lattice in a connected, semisimple Lie group G, and
assume some unipotent subgroup of G acts ergodically on A\G. Then the trans-
lations form a subgroup of finite index in Aff(A\G).

Proof. Since G is semisimple, the group Inn(G) of inner automorphisms of G
has finite index in the full automorphism group Aut(G) of G [7, Theorem
27.4(b), pp. 166-167].   Hence, TV^c^A) is a subgroup of finite index in

^Aut(G)(A) .
We know that A is of finite index in TVG(A) (cf. Lemma 5.4). This means

that the inner automorphisms arising from elements of A form a subgroup of

finite index in TVinn^A), and hence a subgroup of finite index in TVAut(G)(A).
Any affine map whose automorphism component is the conjugation by some
element of A is a translation: if <p(As) = As*g, then y>(As) = A(k~xsk)g =
As -(kg).   D

Lemma 5.4. Suppose G is a connected, semisimple Lie group, and Y\G is a
finite-volume homogeneous space of G. Assume some unipotent subgroup U
of G acts ergodically on Y\G. Then Y° <G. If Y\G is faithful, then Y is
discrete, Z(G) is finite, and Y is of finite index in NG(Y) .

Proof. Dani's version of the Borel Density Theorem implies that F < G (see
CoroUary 4.3).

If Y\G is faithful, then Y cannot contain any normal subgroup of G, so
F = e, which means Y is discrete. This implies that TVG(r)° c CG(r)°. Now
T centralizes the Lie algebra of CG(Y), and, from the proof of Corollary 4.3,

we know that the Zariski closure Y* of Y in GL(^) contains aU of Ad G, so
we know that Ad G centralizes the Lie algebra of CG(Y). Hence G centralizes

CG(Y)°; in other words, CG(r)° c Z(G).  Because Z(G) is discrete (since
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G is semisimple) and CG(r)° is connected, we conclude that CG(r)° = e.
Hence TVG(F)0 = e, so TVG(F) is discrete. This means that TVG(F) is a lattice
containing Y. Hence Y is of finite index in TVG(F) [14, Lemma 1.6].

Since T does not contain any normal subgroup of G, we must have Y n
Z(G) = e. Since Y • Z(G) c TVG(F), and Y has finite index in TVG(D, this
implies that Z(G) is finite.   D

Corollary 5.5. Let G be a connected, semisimple Lie group with no compact
factors. Immerse G in some connected group H, and let A be a closed sub-
group of H. Then every ergodic G-invariant probability measure on A\H is
homogeneous for a subgroup of H.

Proof. Let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of G. The Mautner Phe-
nomenon (Theorem 5.7) impUes that any ergodic G-action on a probability
space remains ergodic when it is restricted to (/. Thus, Theorem 1.2 impUes
that any ergodic G-invariant probability measure on A\H is homogeneous.   D

Corollary 5.6. Let G be a connected, semisimple Lie group with no compact
factors. Immerse G in some connected group H, and let A\H be a finite-
volume homogeneous space of H, on which G acts ergodically. Then every
measurable quotient of the G-action on A\H is a central double-coset quotient.

Proof. CoroUary 5.5 implies that any ergodic invariant probability measure for
the diagonal G-action on (A\H) x (A\H) is homogeneous for a subgroup of
HxH. Hence Theorem 2.1 asserts that every quotient of the G-action on A\H
is a central double-coset quotient.   D

Theorem 5.7 [9, Theorem 1.1]. Let a connected Lie group G act on a probability
space S, and let U be a connected subgroup of G. Then there is a closed,
normal subgroup of G such that the closure of the image of U in Ad(G/TV)
is precompact, and such that every U-invariant measurable function on S is
essentially N-invariant.

Corollary 5.8. Let Y be a lattice in a connected, semisimple Lie group G with
no compact factors. Suppose Y acts automorphically on A\TV. Then any ergodic
Y-invariant probability measure p on A\TV is homogeneous for a subgroup of
the semidirect product Y x TV.

Proof. Let G' = G x TV and F = Y x A c G'. There is a natural embedding
of A\TV in Y\G', so we may think of p as a T-invariant probabüity measure
on P\G' that is supported on F\FTV. By averaging this measure over a G-
orbit in the space of probability measures, we obtain a G-invariant probability
measure p'. Corollary 5.5 asserts that there is a subgroup X of G' such that pi
is the Ar-invariant probability measure on some A'-orbit sX. Replacing s by a
G-translate, we may assume s e TV. Then, replacing p and s by TV-translates,
we may assume s = e.

Since p' is G-invariant, we may assume G c X (by replacing X with the
full stabilizer of p' ). Let M = ATlTV ; then X = G*M. Now Y\G = (FTV)\G'
is naturally a quotient of Y'XG'. The fibers of this quotient are simply the TV-
orbits on F\G', so we can decompose p' essentially uniquely into probability
measures supported on the TV-orbits [22, §3, pp. 26-33]. The construction of p!
provides an explicit way to do this. Namely, for g e G, the probability measure
supported on F\FgTV is simply the translate p • g of p.
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We can also construct the decomposition of p' by looking at the subgroup X.
Since (F n X)\X = V\TX has a finite A'-invariant measure, and F n X c
YM, we know that (A n M)\M = (F n X)\YM supports a OZ-invariant
probability measure p, and the A'-invariant probability measure on (FnAr)\Ar

decomposes into the translates of p [14, proof of Lemma 1.6, p. 20]. By
identifying (TnX)\X with the orbit sX, this provides a decomposition of p'.
By uniqueness of the decomposition, then we conclude that almost every G-
translate of p is a G-translate of p. It foUows that every translate, including p
itself, is a G-translate of p. Since the only G-translate of p that is supported
on A\TV is p itself, we conclude that p = p. By the definition of p, then it
is clear that p is homogeneous for a subgroup of YM.   D

Example 5.9. The arithmetic group Y = SL„(Z) is a lattice in the (almost)
simple group G = SL„(R). The natural action of G on R" gives rise to an
action of r on T" = A\TV, where TV = R" and A = Z". Assume n > 2, so
that the Faction is ergodic. CoroUary 1.4 asserts that every quotient of this
action is of the form A'\N/K, where

(1) A' is a closed, Finvariant subgroup of TV containing A ; and
(2) AT is a closed group of affine maps on A'\TV such that

(a) after discarding a set of measure 0, the orbit space A'\N/K is
countably separated; and

(b) every affine map in K commutes with every element of Y.

There are no nontrivial, connected, closed, Finvariant subgroups of T", so A'
must be discrete. This means that A'\R" is an zz-torus finitely covered by T".

We claim that the only nontrivial element of K (if there is one) is the in-
volution a defined by o(x) = —x. Note that 0 is the only fixed point of
the Faction on A'\TV. Since K centralizes Y, this impUes that every element
of K fixes 0. An affine map that fixes the identity is an automorphism, so every
element of Tí is an automorphism. The claim now foUows from the fact that
the centraUzer of SL„(Z) in Aut(A'\TV) = GL„(Z) is the subgroup generated
by the involution a.

The claim of the preceding paragraph means that the quotient A'\N/K is

either A'\TV (a torus) or A'\N/(o) (an orbifold; see [23, §2] for an introduction
to orbifolds). For n = 2, the orbifold A'\N/(a) is homeomorphic to the 2-
sphere, but for n = 3, the orbifold is not a manifold (it has eight branch points,
and a neighborhood of any of these points is a cone on a projective plane). I
thank Colin Adams for a helpful discussion that clarified these matters for me.
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